CAREFULLY FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS BELOW

1. Using the map on **pg. 128** in the textbook: *(2011 MAP!!)*
   
   A. Color the countries as stated below as shown on pg. 128 in the textbook. *(2011 MAP!!)*
      
      - Internet Users per 1000 population
        - Dark Green = 300 and above
        - Medium Green = 100-299
        - Light Green = 10-99
        - Brown = 1-9
        - Yellow = Below 1
        - Blue = No Date

   B. Create a map key in the box provided with appropriate TITLE, LABELS and COLORS

2. Geographic Labeling
   
   A. Oceans – Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Arctic
   
   B. Meridians and Parallels – Equator, Prime Meridian
   
   C. Continents – Africa, Asia, Europe, North America, South America, Australia, Antarctica